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Dear customers, business partners and employees, dear readers,
ENERCON’s power of innovation and high quality standards have left their mark on the wind energy industry over the course of many
years, and helped to establish the company’s huge success in Germany in particular. Recently, however, we have been confronted
with major changes to the framework conditions in our target markets and business segments. The situation in our domestic market
of Germany is the best example of this – it has got into serious difficulties in the wake of flawed political reforms. Unfortunately, the
Federal Government’s climate package is doing nothing to improve this situation. All of this has an impact on the wind energy industry
as a whole and on our company itself. The slump in installation in particular is causing a loss in profits for ENERCON for the first time.
ENERCON is implementing a comprehensive turnaround programme in response to this situation so that it can get back on the
profitable road to success. We are currently in a phase characterised by great risk and uncertainty. The programme will stabilise the
company’s situation and simultaneously speed up the process we have already set in motion of shifting focus to international markets
and new business segments. The company’s Management has also been restructured in view of this. The expansion of the Management
Team headed by Hans-Dieter Kettwig will help put ENERCON in the best possible position to be able to meet the increasingly dynamic
demands that come with having an international focus.
Product and technology development will take on a key role in the turnaround. We want to keep our technology leadership in our core
business of WECs and need to adapt our range of products to an international customer base. In order to meet growing market and
customer demands, we are pushing forced technology development with the hard-line objective of creating products that align with
the lowest levelised cost of energy. This is the decisive factor in the markets where we want to be active. To do this, we need to speed
up our development even more, make more reductions to the production costs of our new WECs and further improve our quality.
There is no alternative to focussing on international markets in the course of the new orientation: if we are installing almost no wind
energy converters in Germany, we have to react – especially as we cannot know whether the German market will ever regain its former
strength. The new orientation is linked to wide-reaching changes in Sales, Purchasing, Production, Project Management and other
company divisions. All our divisions need to become more international if we want to hold our own against the global competition. Cost
optimisation will also play a pivotal role here.
A very painful step for us was the decision to end cooperation with several of our production partners in Germany, made necessary
by the crisis in our native market. We highly regret this development, but this is another area where we are left with no alternative.
If we have no project orders, we cannot have any components manufactured. Ultimately, the course set by dubious energy and
climate policies is responsible for the loss of “safe” jobs and expertise built up over years, and beyond that, for putting Germany’s
energy transition and climate protection targets at risk.
ENERCON has an invaluable advantage in this situation thanks to its independence. ENERCON is owned by the Aloys Wobben Stiftung
trust, which specifies a company direction focussed on the long term. The trust gives us the backing we need and fully supports our
new focus. ENERCON is also independent from a financial point of view. We built up reserves and a high equity ratio in good years that
now provide us with stability and security during this crisis. This means we have enough leeway to be able to reorient the company
using our own resources. The turnaround will ensure that this is a success. The banks we want to help us tackle our new orientation
now ought to display the confidence in our commitment they know from experience.
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We talk openly about these issues. We want our employees, our customers, our banks and our business partners to know and understand why the turnaround is necessary and what we are doing to ensure it is implemented successfully. Taking responsibility for our
actions is a core element of our corporate philosophy, which we put into action every day. However, the general public hasn’t always
perceived us in this way, especially not last year when the market conditions forced us to make the first considerable reductions to
order volumes with our production partners in the first phase of the new orientation. This was mainly down to unfortunate communication.
The criticism in the media was brief but flared up dramatically. It taught us that we need to explain our decisions more clearly to the
public. We want to take heed of this with a new and more transparent information culture.
Figuratively speaking, the new wb layout also represents our new orientation: this edition of the magazine has a more focussed and
contemporary look, which we think fits in well with the transformation of our company. We hope you like it. The turnaround will present
our company with a lot of challenges – but it will also give us the chance to do things differently and better in future. We are making a
combined effort at all levels to reach this goal. We firmly believe that the new orientation will leave ENERCON in a better position and
help the company to regain its old strength!
ENERCON Management
Hans-Dieter Kettwig, Jost Backhaus, Jörg Scholle, Dr Thomas Cobet and Momme Janssen
windblatt
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ENERCON PREPARES
FOR INTERNATIONAL
LOGISTIC CHALLENGES
ENERCON is increasingly focusing on international sales markets. This poses special challenges
for the ENERCON Logistics. The equipment must adapt to the transport requirements of the new
design of the EP3 and EP5 platforms. Special trailers that can transport and handle the new up to
66.8 metres long EP3 rotor blades in one piece, even through rough terrain, are only one aspect of
ENERCON's optimised logistics processes.
But it is not only the new design that demands flexibility and creativity. Local requirements and
general conditions in the countries of destination also require constant adaptation of the logistics
chains. With increasing frequency, logistics plays a key role in the specific implementation of local
content regulations, which vary from market to market. ENERCON therefore appoints local coordinators who are familiar with the market, local service providers and specifications. They are present
on site as customer contacts and coordinate the smooth running of all logistics processes in the wind
farm. ENERCON has thereby ideally adapted to the requirements and demands of the international
markets and can offer customers worldwide an end-to-end, individual logistics concept.
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ENERCON NEWS_

_DATES

Expansion of
ENERCON’s
Management
Aurich_ ENERCON has expanded its
company management. Four members
of Management now support Managing
Director Hans-Dieter Kettwig at the level
of holding company UEE Holding. They
are all qualified experts with many years
of management experience in the energy
industry, both at ENERCON and at other
leading technological industrial companies.
Hans-Dieter Kettwig will take on the role
of Head of Management.
The reorganisation of Management will
ensure ENERCON is in an even better position
to meet the highly dynamic current and
future requirements that go hand in hand
with the company’s increased international
focus. The wheels for creating a new
orientation for business operations were
set in motion months ago. The Management
reorganisation will support and speed up
this process and the associated changes
in the company. The new management
structure will allow ENERCON to act even
more quickly and effectively when tapping
into new markets and business segments.
In addition to the longstanding Managing
Director of ENERCON Hans-Dieter Kettwig
as Head, the new Management team is
made up of Jost Backhaus, Jörg Scholle,
Dr Thomas Cobet and Momme Janssen.
Jost Backhaus has worked in responsible
positions at ENERCON for many years, most
recently in Production Management. He will
be responsible for the operational units.

Jörg Scholle will be responsible for the product und technology development area. He
has many years of experience in the wind
energy industry and possesses outstanding
technological expertise. Most recently, he
worked as a consultant for ENERCON’s
research and development company WRD
and as leader for the new EP5 platform.
Dr Thomas Cobet also brings many years
of management experience in the wind
energy industry to the table. He will be responsible for financial matters at ENERCON.
Until now, Momme Janssen worked as
HR Manager at ENERCON. In the new
managerial structure, he will bundle human
resources together with other areas relevant
for the company’s new orientation. Last
but not least, a role will also be created at
Management level that will integrate all
of the activities involved in ENERCON’s
new orientation. The holder of the position
will combine and advance these activities.
The ENERCON new orientation has the full
support of the Aloys Wobben Stiftung. The
trust is the sole shareholder of ENERCON
and all of the companies that belong to it.
“We are confident that this Management team
will ensure that ENERCON will be able to deal
with the challenges that come with its new
focus on international markets and on tapping
into new business segments. Those are jobs
that demand a lot of responsibility in a highly
dynamic environment and require all the support possible”, says Heiko Janssen, Chairman
of the Board of the Aloys Wobben Stiftung.

 ew Management Team (from top):
N
Hans-Dieter Kettwig, Jost Backhaus, Jörg Scholle,
Dr Thomas Cobet and Momme Janssen
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Open day at new ENERCON Customer Training Center.

New ENERCON
Customer Training
Center opened
Lichtenau_ At the beginning of September, the new ENERCON
Customer Training Center building was opened in Lichtenau (North
Rhine-Westphalia). An open day was held to mark the occasion. The

training facility is the go-to place for customer training courses on
operating ENERCON wind energy converters, and their technology,
safety, maintenance and servicing. “The new Customer Training
Center is another important element of our global training concept”,
says Volker Kendziorra, Managing Director of ENERCON Service
Deutschland GmbH. “In Lichtenau, as well as offering standardised
training courses from our catalogue, we also give every customer
the chance to put together their own training courses so that they
can carry out work on ENERCON wind energy converters in the best
and safest way possible.”
The newly constructed building on the industrial estate contains
training rooms, offices, a canteen and a shop open to the public. The
hall where practical training units are completed is the heart of the
Training Center. Outside, there is a fire protection container for fire
drills and an original ENERCON E-126 EP3 machine house.
ENERCON plans to run training courses on 20 weeks per year, on
which 20 customers will be trained over 4 days.
At the open day, interested parties were able to view the Training
Center and all of its facilities, watch rescue exercises and visit
information desks to learn more about ENERCON and onshore
wind energy. Younger visitors had the chance make their own paper
wind energy converter at an arts and crafts station.

ENERCON supports project
to consolidate wind energy
Fehndorf-Lindloh_ ENERCON is installing 16 E-138 EP3 E2 wind energy
converters for the pioneering research
and development project “cec - clean
energy conversion” in the communityowned wind farm Fehndorf-Lindloh
close to the town of Haren. Project
partners ENERCON, innogy and the
community-owned wind farm attended
the groundbreaking ceremony for
the installation of the wind energy
converters at the end of October.
Thanks to the project and its combination of a battery storage system,
electrolyser and a higher-level energy
management system, the town of Haren
will be able to increase its self-supply
with electricity to up to 75 per cent.

Not only that, but the loads on the grid
can be reduced through the intelligent
use of ENERCON technology. To this
end, wind energy is to be stored in a
large battery or in the local gas grid at
peak times, and the renewable energy
will be converted into hydrogen in a
power-to-gas plant. The basic concept
behind the project was jointly developed
by ENERCON, the project planner and
majority shareholder of the wind farm,
Agrowea. The Essen-based energy
company innogy and its distribution
grid operator Westnetz have been commissioned by the community-owned
wind farm to build the storage field and
the grid infrastructure. Construction of
the storage field and grid infrastructure
began in autumn.

WIND EXPO
(Tokio/Japan)
26 – 28 February 2020
windexpo.jp/en
Mexico WindPower
Exhibition & Congress
(Mexico City/Mexiko)
04 – 05 March 2020
mexicowindpower.com.mx
Vaasa EnergyWeek 2020
(Vaasa/Finland)
17 March 2020
energyweek.fi
AWES
(Vienna/Austria)
17 – 18 March 2020
bit.ly/2rQMXZf
ICCI
(Istanbul/Turkey)
15 – 17 April 2020
icci.com.tr/en
Hannover Messe
(Hanover/Germany)
20 – 24 April 2020
hannovermesse.de
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Successful tests
for ENERCON’s
E-Charger
with eSprinter
Aurich_ The pre-series version of the ENERCON E-Charger 600
has passed another charging test. Senior developers and managing
directors of Daimler AG tested the charging solution with a prototype
of the Mercedes-Benz eSprinter. Using the innovative ENERCON
E-Charger 600 ultra-rapid charging technology, the front-wheel
drive vehicle can be charged for a range of up to 150 kilometres
in just 25 to 30 minutes. A charging cycle takes six to eight hours
without this rapid charging technology.
It was partly down to ENERCON that the eSprinter was designed
as a rapid charging version. The company had already outlined its
expectations of an electric van two years ago. Ideas were actively

ENERCON and
Greenpeace Energy
conclude
“Green PPA”
Aurich_ The eco energy supplier Greenpeace Energy and the direct
marketing company QUADRA Energy belonging to ENERCON have
concluded a “Green PPA” framework agreement. It covers the purchase
of high-quality wind energy from wind energy converters that will no
longer receive funding under the EEG from 2021 onwards. Within the
scope of this cooperation, QUADRA Energy will pool existing ENERCON
wind energy converters with a generation capacity of 50 megawatts (MW)
to begin with, and will supply around 60 gigawatt-hours of high-quality
wind energy to Greenpeace Energy every year. This amounts to
approximately 13 percent of the total energy purchased by Greenpeace
Energy. The conclusion of the “Green PPA” is just the first step of the
cooperation between the two companies. “QUADRA Energy is to become
an important strategic partner for Greenpeace Energy in the future”,
says Sönke Tangermann, board member at Greenpeace Energy.
“The cooperation between our two companies enables operators and
owners of existing WECs to continue running them profitably”, says
8
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eSprinter charges at ENERCON’s E-Charger 600.

exchanged and ENERCON’s comments were directly incorporated
in the plans for the eSprinter. “Cooperations such as this one with
Daimler are valuable for ENERCON. We can remain focussed on our
core product, while working together with partners to drive forward
our potential for innovation in areas aside from the wind energy converter”, says Hans-Dieter Kettwig, Head of ENERCON Management.
ENERCON will be one of the first industrial companies to be provided with a pre-series model of the Mercedes-Benz eSprinter for test
purposes. “We need eVans that charge up quickly so that we don’t have
to wait long to be able to use them for longer journeys, too”, explains
Michaela Metzl-Schoon, Head of Capital Expenditure and Procurement.
ENERCON’s fleet is predestined for the use of e-vehicles thanks to
the company’s own charging infrastructure and the production of
clean electricity.

Dr Holger Clever, Managing Director of QUADRA Energy. Greenpeace
Energy benefits from the “Green PPA” due to the reliable ENERCON
WEC technology and a service concept specially adapted to the new
marketing situation. QUADRA Energy can guarantee the necessary
planning security as a result and solves all other energy logistics issues.
Operators and owners of existing WECs can join the QUADRA 20+ pool.
For this purpose, QUADRA Energy and ENERCON have developed
a service and marketing concept for operators and owners that is
specially adapted to the situation after the EEG – the Green Power
Purchase and Service Agreement (or “Green PPSA”). This means
QUADRA Energy can tackle the new challenges operators and owners
face with continued operation and offer them the necessary revenue
security. The existing Dorna wind farm in Saxony-Anhalt was the first
to be added to the pool by QUADRA Energy. Thanks to the cooperation,
the thirteen wind energy converters, that will no longer receive EEG
remuneration from January 2021 onwards, can carry on operating at a
profit until their scheduled repowering.

Wind farm with E-66 WEC technology (symbolic image).

Husum wind trade fair
defies current crisis
Husum_ There is a great deal of interest in ENERCON’s new
products and technologies, and a keen willingness on the part of
customers to remain committed to the energy transition despite the
current feeling of crisis in the German market: this is the conclusion
drawn by ENERCON following this year’s HUSUM Wind specialist
trade fair. Between 10 and 13 September, the small harbour town
in Schleswig-Holstein transformed into a hub for the wind energy
industry. According to the organisers, around 18,000 visitors attended
the trade fair to learn more about the new products presented by a
total of 600 exhibitors from Germany and abroad.
At its stand, ENERCON presented the new EP5 platform WEC types,
and introduced visitors to its new “EEK20+” service concept aimed
specifically at operators and owners of existing WECs after funding
has ended. An original E-138 EP3 machine house proved to be a real
eye-catcher at the main entrance to the fair.
The trade fair stand attracted a consistently high number of visitors
over the week, and scores of German and international customers
came to learn more about ENERCON’s new WEC products. Many
queries were also made regarding system solutions and integrated
energy technology. A customer event on the “EEK20+” concept organised by QUADRA Energy, After Sales and Service was fully booked.
Another popular item on the agenda was the “get-together” for
customers and business partners at the ENERCON stand on
Thursday evening. One of the best things to come out of the trade
fair week: the Sales department was able to conclude several
contracts for new projects in Germany and abroad.
“We are pleased with the response we received from the customers”,
says ENERCON Sales Director Stefan Lütkemeyer. “The interest
is definitely there, and this fact reassures us. Unfortunately, the
framework conditions are still presenting us with huge challenges,
particularly in our domestic market of Germany. However, the
politicians are the only ones with the power to change that.” Much

ENERCON’s appearance at HUSUM Wind 2019.

to the annoyance of exhibitors and industry representatives, the
Federal Government displayed an evident lack of interest: while the
entire cabinet of the state government of Schleswig-Holstein was
represented at the trade fair and expressed a clear commitment to
wind energy, the Federal Government was conspicuous by its absence.
“It’s a real shame that no government officials travelled to Husum
from Berlin. After all, Federal Minister of Economics Peter Altmaier
was patron of the trade fair, and he had sent out invitations to
a climate summit the week before because of the bleak state of
the German onshore market“, Philipp Vohrer, Head of Politics,
Marketing and Communication, deplores the decision. “In Husum
Mr Altmaier would have had the chance to see for himself the contribution onshore wind energy can make to the energy transition and
meeting climate protection goals.” Nevertheless, this is no reason
for ENERCON to relax its commitment to the energy transition in
this country. Hans-Dieter Kettwig, Head of ENERCON Management,
makes this plain: “We will not back down!”
windblatt
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Objective without
compromise: achieve
the lowest levelised
cost of energy

Product and technology development plays a key
role in ENERCON’s new orientation. Management
has clearly stipulated that ENERCON is to remain
technology leader in its core WEC business, and
that it must adapt its product range to suit a more
international customer base and rapidly changing
market requirements. windblatt spoke to ENERCON’s
new Head of Technology, Jörg Scholle, about the
role technology will play in the turnaround programme,the importance of the EP5 platform for
the new orientation and the integration of the
Lagerwey development into the company.

10
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“By developing the EP3 and EP5 platforms, we have
created the right basis from which to proceed with the next
development-side steps of our new orientation.”

_wb: Mr Scholle, how have your first
few months at ENERCON been? Have you
managed to settle in yet?
Jörg Scholle: I most certainly have. I have
been here since the beginning of 2019, when
I started at the company to support various
topics in research and development. In the
time I have been here I have got to know a
great number of colleagues, and have fami-

liarised myself with the current issues. The
colleagues made the process of settling in
at ENERCON very easy. It was much the
same in the new role as Member of the
Management Team I assumed at the beginning of September, where I am responsible
for product and technology development.
The team here is fantastic and committed,
and I thoroughly enjoy working with them!

_wb: You have seen a lot of things in
the industry – where do you think the
ENERCON technology fits in currently?
Jörg Scholle: From a technological perspective, ENERCON remains one of the leading
companies in the onshore sector and has
a very good reputation. However, a direct
comparison with competitor products
shows that we have fallen behind somewhat
recently. There are a number of different
factors at play here, which, when all added
up, explain this situation. In some markets,
this unsatisfactory situation has unfortunately meant we have been unable to offer our
customers suitable products, meaning they
opted for wind turbines from competitors.
We don’t want this to happen again in future.
The important thing for me now is that we put
our energy into combatting this problem.
_wb: In what way? How is ENERCON
responding to the situation?
Jörg Scholle: ENERCON has launched an
extensive turnaround programme in order
to give the company a new orientation and
put it back on the road to success. Product

12

and technology development play a key role:
we want to keep our technology leadership
in our core business of wind energy converters and, at the same time, need to adapt
our range of products to an international
customer base that demands different
things from our products. We have a very
clear objective to force technology development and take a hard-line stance to align
our products with the lowest levelised cost
of energy. We believe this to be the decisive
factor in all of the markets where we want to
be active and successful.
_wb: What needs to change for ENERCON
to achieve this, particularly in research
and development?
Jörg Scholle: Speed is very important. We
need to pick up the pace of our new wind
energy converter developments by improving our efficiency and pulling out all the
design stops. Making mistakes is not an
option. The aim is to increase the yield of
our WECs and reduce costs further. The
material costs during production are the
main subject here, along with the costs of

running and maintaining the wind energy
converters during the operating phase.
Reducing the levelised cost of energy (COE)
is an aspect that will affect all areas of
the company during the turnaround,
and will be driven by the Development
department.
_wb: What have been your concrete achievements and what will the next steps be?
Jörg Scholle: By developing the EP3 and
EP5 platforms, we have created the right

basis from which to proceed with the
next development-side steps of our new
orientation. We are on the right lines. The
positive feedback we have received from
many customers in various markets shows
that we are catching up to the competition
again. Our prototypes are important milestones and the industrial ramp-up to
supplying customer projects. Installation
of the first E-147 EP5 prototype with a
nominal power of 4.3 MW has begun.
Measurements will start once construction
windblatt
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is completed. The second prototype will
follow in the first quarter of 2020, when
the first E-160 EP5/4.6 MW will be installed
at the Wieringermeer test site in the
Netherlands. The Grevenbroich test site in
North Rhine-Westphalia will be home to a
second prototype. This is also the first type
of WEC to have a modular steel tower and a
hub height of 166 metres. There are plans
for additional EP5 wind energy converters
with other tower and hub height variations
and other performance classes.
The steps that will follow will concern
gearless PM generator concepts with
nominal power above 6 MW. In this case,
too, we have to consistently take cost optimisation into account for all developments,
as stipulated in the turnaround programme.
In concrete terms, this means we are
focussing on developing a WEC in the
5-6 MW power class that makes a further
contribution to reducing the levelised cost
of energy, and has transport challenges
that need to be overcome.
This plan shows that we are maintaining
the continuity in our development roadmap despite the huge effort the turnaround

_TECHNICAL LEXICON
programme requires of us. We are stepping up the pace again, but we will not
allow things to become a mad rush. Instead,
we will complete our to-do list, project
by project.
_wb: And how satisfied are you with
your team’s performance? The Lagerwey
colleagues are now there to provide
reinforcement …
Jörg Scholle: Our R&D employees all
deserve the highest praise for their
achievements, particularly considering the
time restraints and high pressure under
which they developed the new products
we are referring to. This statement also
applies to all our Lagerwey colleagues.
It cannot have been an easy situation for
them to deal with when ENERCON acquired
the company. But I get the impression
we are merging closer and closer together
and there is a good team spirit. We don’t
really differentiate in our day-to-day work
anymore, as we have been working in
integrated teams on joint development
projects for a long time now – such as the
EP5, based on a Lagerwey development.
The continuity I mentioned earlier can be
seen here, too: ENERCON and Lagerwey

developers are working together on the
direct drive concepts of the future.
_wb: Just one personal question to wrap
up with: do you miss the gears in the wind
energy converters?
Jörg Scholle: (laughing) No, not at all!
Firstly, direct drive WECs do not function
completely without gears: we also use this
technology for yawing and pitching. The
electrical drive train has many interesting
technological aspects – fewer moving parts,
modularity … – and I believe we can use
our broad base and the experience of
ENERCON, Lagerwey and other experts to
develop this concept into a highlight that
exceeds our expectations.

Climbing Crane LCC140
scales new heights
In order to meet the international market demands for the construction
of the new EP3- and EP5-wind energy converter, ENERCON has enhanced
the Lagerwey climbing crane. Hub heights of up to 180 meters and weights
of up to 140 tons do not present the climbing crane with challenges.

Holding arms
Carriage

Carriage

Holding arms

ABOUT JÖRG SCHOLLE
Jörg Scholle, born in Melle in 1967, has been
responsible for product and technology development
within the new ENERCON Management Team since
the beginning of September. The graduate engineer
has more than 20 years of international management
experience and extensive technological expertise. He has
worked in the wind energy sector for many years, including as CTO at Nordex. His work to date has focussed on
areas including launching new products on international
markets under consideration of costs and time to market,
establishing Pre-Development and Innovation Management with an overarching technology roadmap, and setting
up and leading multi-national teams in Europe, Asia and
the USA. Jörg Scholle joined ENERCON at the start of 2019,
where he initially worked as a consultant for ENERCON’s
research and development company WRD. Most recently,
he led the Steering Board for the new EP5 platform at
WRD and, among other things, dealt with the integration of
Lagerwey into WRD.
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he LCC140 was tailor-made for the construction of the
new ENERCON wind turbine types. Conjointly with Lagerwey,
ENERCON has developed a new holding concept in which the
climbing crane encloses the Modular Steel Tower (MST) and can
climb up to a hub height of 180 meters. This new holding concept not
only reduces costs but also allows the crane to lift weights of up to
140 tons. The LCC140 reaches the hub heights required for the new
wind turbines, where conventional cranes reach their limits, and
can also lift all components of the EP3 and EP5 plants including the
generator without any problems. Thanks to a special lifting device
for single blade assembly, the climbing crane can handle the larger
rotor diameters of the new wind turbine types.
In order to be able to lift up to 140 tons safely, the crane anchors
itself no longer on one side of the tower. The LCC140 attaches
itself to the MST at six special holding points. “Four arms enclose
the tower and attach to fixing points on both sides of the MST.
The LCC140 also connects to the tower frontally with two
carriages,” explains Rob de Groot, product manager for the
LCC140 at Lagerwey. The carriages also act as the lifting device

for the LCC140. While one of the carriages climbs to the next
attachement point and reconnects, the second carriage secures
the crane to the tower. Once the LCC140 has reached the desired
height, the arms also reconnect to the fixing points on the side of
the MST.
In addition to the greater reach and lifting capacity, the LCC140
has all the advantages of its predecessor model compared to
conventional cranes. The construction can be continued even at
higher wind speeds. Eleven instead of one hundred to 120 trucks
are required for transport. Moreover, the LCC140 requires a much
smaller crane hardstand. This not only generates further cost
savings, but also minimizes interference with nature or provides
more usable space for industry, forestry or agriculture.
Depending on the level of the MST and local price differences,
using the LCC140 to set up the wind energy converter can result
in cost savings of ten to 30 percent altogether. The first prototype
of the LCC140 is currently being built in Barneveld, Netherlands.
The first tests are scheduled for the first quarter of 2020.
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According to Sascha Exner, prototype installation also involves
checking over the assembly instructions and manuals for grid
connection and maintenance. “They are validated on the basis of
the prototype”, says Exner. On top of this, engineers are also
interested in the commissioning stage. They use this to see how
well the E-147 EP5 can be integrated in the ENERCON SCADA
system for remote monitoring. Among other features, the prototype was given a new software for this purpose. “We don’t expect to
run into any difficulties, but it is always exciting for us when a new
type of WEC is connected”, says the Project Manager. Once the WEC
has been commissioned, the measurement engineers will take
over in Paltusmäki. WRD wants to use the prototype to measure the
power curve and the sound behaviour. A wind mast will be installed
during the installation stage for this reason.
The next step is, according to Katarzyna Ralowiec, Project Manager
of the ENERCON PLM GmbH, the tower assembly in Paltusmäki.
Parallel the plant assembly is prepared. For this purpose, the
crane service provider is relocating a mobile crane of the
type CC3800 from Germany to the construction site, in Finland
the appropriate equipment was not available. In the meantime, the
rotor blades have arrived in the port of Vaasa. The other turbine
components will also be delivered there, so that after the completion
of the tower construction phase, the construction teams can begin
with the plant assembly.

FIRST E-147 EP5 PROTOTYPE
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Prototype construction site for the E-147 EP5/4.3 MW in Paltusmäki, Finland.

ENERCON is installing the E-147 EP5/4.3 MW WEC at the Paltusmäki site
in Finland. A total of five of the new WEC type will be installed in the project
for the customer Energiequelle.

T

he next phase of ENERCON’s EP5 programme is currently
underway at the Paltusmäki site: ENERCON is installing the
first E-147 EP5/4.3 MW prototype at the wind farm in the
west Finnish region of Ostrobothnia. This machine is the
second prototype in the overall EP5 programme. The first EP5
(an E-136 EP5) was installed months ago in Eemshaven in the
Netherlands, still under the direction of Lagerwey. More prototypes
for the E-147 EP5 and the E-160 EP5 will follow in the coming months
and will be used for various measurement and validation purposes
(also see interview on p. 10 et seq.). ENERCON is giving a special
focus to the new EP5 platform WEC types, as a large proportion of the
existing and future project plans are based on EP5 machines. The EP5
also plays a crucial role in ENERCON’s turnaround programme.
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The prototype in Paltusmäki is part of a wind farm with five WECs
being built for the customer Energiequelle. The five E-147 EP5/4.3 MW
wind energy converters will be built on modular steel towers at a hub
height of 132 metres. “We will use this first E-147 project to refine
and optimise the logistics, installation and commissioning processes
for all other EP5 series production projects”, explains Sascha Exner,
Project Manager for the E-147 EP5 at ENERCON’s research and
development company WRD. The engineers from WRD are working
hand in hand with their colleagues from Lagerwey, who developed
the product on which the E-147 EP5 is based, and the ENERCON PLM
GmbH installation team on site. “This is the first joint undertaking
between ENERCON and Lagerwey since the two companies came
together”, says Exner. “The whole team is working together very well.”

“We will use this first E-147
project to refine and optimise
the logistics, installation
and commissioning processes
for all other EP5 series
production projects”.
Project Manager Sascha Exner
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Climate cabinet shows
no sign of taking brakes off –
climate protection without
onshore wind expansion?
A work programme for onshore wind did follow the wind crisis summit
at the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs at the start of September.
However, all the cabinet decided on was an increase in the distance rules
for wind energy projects, creating additional hurdles.

T

he wind energy sector is expecting to see an expansion of no
more than 1,500 MW by the end of 2019 – and that is before
deducting the power from the dismantled legacy WECs. If this
downward trend continues, we risk losing wind power once we reach
the mid-2020’s, when, little by little, many existing wind energy
converters will reach the end of their technical service life. The
German Wind Energy Association (BWE) managed to convince the
Federal Minister of Economics of the need for a climate summit,
intended to remedy the situation. Minister of Economics Peter
Altmaier did propose an 18-point programme aimed at increasing
acceptance and approvals, but the climate cabinet only decided
to introduce new general distance rules for onshore wind energy,
stipulating that wind turbines must be built at least 1,000 metres
away from residential buildings. This rule is set to take the form of a
law in the coming months. It is still unclear what is meant by “rural
structures with significant residential areas” to which the distance
rule applies. One thing is certain, however: the Federal Government
will give municipalities the chance to get around the distance ruling,
if this is what they want. Experience in Bavaria to date shows that
municipalities do not make use of this option: it would be permissible
for municipalities to designate land there despite the controversial
“10 H regulation”, but there are significant obstacles to reaching
agreements with neighbouring municipalities. Nevertheless, this
regulation does offer the opportunity to realise wind projects in the
future that are well-accepted in the regions. It ultimately allows
municipalities to negotiate with interested wind planners on equal
terms if the municipalities only provide land in view of a good project.
This is a small victory for local added value, seeing as the acceptance
levy for local communities did not even feature in the climate package,
although it has long been a subject of discussion.
The Federal Government also aims to improve the repowering situation. At present, only around a third of existing WECs are capable
of being repowered at all. Another third could end up in designated
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areas, and the final third is completely ruled out for repowering. It is
therefore a real danger that we will see a loss of installed wind power
in place of an expansion. The wind industry is thus thinking of ways
to bring momentum into the process of repowering old WECs, and
prevent as many as possible existing wind energy sites from being
lost. One possibility would be a simplified approval procedure such
as that used in France: repowering projects there do require new
approval, but it is very easy to obtain. This system could be transferred
to Germany by allowing new wind energy converters that are not
much bigger than the existing ones to undergo a hugely simplified
approval procedure, for example. Species conservation reports also
put a stop to many repowering projects. If protected species have
settled in a wind farm following its installation, they prevent repowering from taking place. Major environmental associations such as
Greenpeace and the German League for Nature and Environment
(DNR) have at least recognised the need for changes to be made to
this point in a joint paper with the wind industry.
The Federal Government has a little trick up its sleeve to hide the fact
that the target of 65 % renewable energies by 2030 is threatening to
be missed spectacularly. Owing to the fact electricity consumption is
set to fall despite the integrated energy concept, as well as a higher
expansion target for photovoltaics, the target for installed wind
power for 2030 is now between 67,000 and 71,000 MW instead of the
80,000 MW previously stated.
There is also still a great deal to be done to kick-start the integrated
energy concept. Will is demonstrated in abundance, but we are still
waiting for the necessary restructuring of the levies that have burdened renewable energies to date. A more resolute start to carbon
pricing could have brought a great deal of life to sectors such as
electromobility and heat pumps – ten euros is likely to be much
too low and barely noticeable. All that is left is to wish the Federal
Government the courage to take real climate protection measures
with domestic renewable energies in the second part of the parliamentary term – before the German renewables industry shrinks
even further.
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_ADDRESSES
has the task of translating the increased emissions targets into
energy policy measures. In the Mission Letter she sent to the
new Energy Commissioner, Ursula von der Leyen pointed out the
necessity of checking and potentially modifying the existing
energy legislation in view of the increased CO2 reduction targets.
It was only in December 2018 that the European Parliament and
member states agreed on a 32 per cent share of renewable energy
in electricity consumptionby 2030. Other portfolios such as
agriculture, trade and finances will also be taken up on their
promise. For example, there are plans to transform the European
Investment Bank (EIB) into a “climate bank” that would give priority
to providing start-up funding for sustainable projects. By contrast,
investments that are harmful to the climate would no longer be
considered. In addition, resources from an energy transition fund

Argentina
ENERCON Argentina SRL
Av. del Libertador 6680, piso 13, oficina 1301
C1428ARW Buenos Aires
Phone / Fax +54 11 47 888 686
E-mail: fernando.petrucci@enercon.de

Brussels sends
positive signals
The new Head of the European Union is using the climate mandate
as an opportunity to set the course for a “climate-neutral Europe”.
Developments in the individual member states, however, are more
a cause for concern than anything else.

T

he EU institutions are entering the new legislation period
with an unprecedented climate policy tailwind: in this year’s
May European elections, more EU citizens based their vote
on this subject than ever before. The newly formed European
Parliament has now commenced work; the Commission is set
to start officially at the beginning of December. The first statements
give us grounds for hope that climate protection could actually be
the focus of EU politics in the coming years. In her application
speech before the European Parliament, the elected Commission
President Ursula von der Leyen emphasised the urgent need to
take action. She immediately set a goal of making Europe “the first
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climate-neutral continent in the world”. To back up this announcement, von der Leyen assigned her elected Vice President Frans
Timmermans the task of drafting the first EU climate law. This
draft is expected to be completed by March 2020. New raised
emission reduction targets are to form the basis for concrete
political measures. There are talks of increasing the target from
40 to at least 50 per cent by 2030, and achieving complete decarbonisation by 2050.
Estonian Kadri Simson will lead the energy portfolio in the
European Commission. The former Minister of Economic Affairs
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are to cushion the social and economic impacts of the coal phaseout in the affected regions.
In order to pass effective measures to go with the climate mandate
from the European elections, the EU level now has to make the
member states discharge their duties. It is the former energy transition pioneer, Germany, of all countries that has now advanced to
become the EU’s main concern. Apart from the results from the
climate cabinet, which have been rated as inadequate, Brussels is
particularly alarmed by the collapse of onshore wind energy expansion.
For now, the Federal Government has until the end of the year to submit its energy and climate plan for the time until 2030 to the European
Commission. The plan will be a first indicator of the discrepancies
between European demands and the national reality.
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QUESTIONS TO

Dr Julia Verlinden

Dr Julia Verlinden, Member of the Bundestag
from Alliance 90/The Greens, spoke to windblatt
about the Federal Government’s policies.

Dr Julia Verlinden is the energy
policy spokeswoman for the Alliance
90/The Greens parliamentary group.

1.
_wb: Dr Verlinden, how can you explain
the Federal Government tightening the
conditions for onshore wind energy once
again?

The wind energy sector in Germany is in the throes of
a crisis so severe it poses an existential threat. How can the
Federal Government’s decision to risk intensifying the situation
by planning minimum distances from residential buildings in
its climate package be accounted for?

T
Photo: Sandra König

he “coal phase-out law” is turning out to be another major disadvantage for wind
energy in Germany. Expansion of wind energy in Germany has virtually ground
to a halt already. The distance rule planned in the climate package stipulating
wind energy converters must be built 1,000 metres away from residential areas is
worded so restrictively that installing new ones will effectively become impossible.
If the draft law is passed, the Federal Government will not only say goodbye to its
climate targets, but will also create another situation that will severely destabilise
the wind energy sector in Germany.
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Julia Verlinden: This Federal Government
is saying goodbye to its international climate
protection pledges once and for all. It is
presenting a heap of laws to the Bundestag
at high speed which do not come anywhere
close to delivering what they promise.
Instead of helping the sector to bounce
back again by taking measures such as improving the availability of areas for wind
energy, the Federal Government is putting up
new obstacles. The general distance ruling
it plans to impose on all states and municipalities will reduce the sites available for
wind energy converters by up to another
40 per cent. These are the results of a study
ordered by the Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs, which render even the modest expansion targets of the government yet more
unattainable. Still Minister Altmaier is continuing to apply this dangerous wind brake.
It is the opposite of the energy transition and
completely incomprehensible.

2.
_wb: The Federal Government often
uses the opposition to new wind energy
converters as an argument. What is your
take on the situation, and what can be
done to create more local support for
wind energy?
Julia Verlinden: The fact of the matter is that
in all of the recent representative surveys
conducted by bodies such as the specialist
agency “Wind an Land” or the research
institute “IASS Potsdam”, around 80 per cent
of those asked said they supported the expansion of wind energy. This statistic also
applies to people who live in the direct
vicinity of wind energy converters. However,
a very vocal minority of people that oppose
the expansion of wind energy in their area
attracts a lot of publicity. The government
ought to take action to boost the high level
of support for wind energy among the general public further, in particular increasing
the involvement of energy cooperatives and
community-owned wind projects in wind
energy expansion. On top of this, the Federal
Government needs to at long last put forward
an effective concept for municipalities and
residents to share in the financial success of
wind energy more than they have to date. That
would also go a long way towards increasing local support.

3.
_wb: The Greens currently form part of the
government in nine (soon to be ten) federal
states. Can the sector expect to see a drive
for more onshore wind as a result?
Julia Verlinden: The idea that the individual
states would be in a position to reverse poor
Federal Government policies is an illusion.
It goes without saying that the Green Energy
and Environment Ministers in particular will
do everything in their power to speed up the
energy transition in their states. However,
you only have to look at the distance rule
example to see how little room for manoeuvre they have. For instance, why would
the Union in a joint state government reject
and override laws that its party has only
recently passed on a national level? If
Germany is serious about cliimate protection
and keeping future-oriented cleantech jobs,
modern and resolute climate and energy
policies at national level are the only option.
They include consistently expanding renewable energies, but also taking effective
measures to save energy and be more
energy efficient. The Federal Government’s
current policies are miles away from
achieving this.
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T
 he wind farm will be located about 100 kilometers from the small town Taltal and 170 kilometers from the city Antofagasta.

ENERCON and
Colbun plan
wind farm with 132 EP5
wind turbines in Chile
ENERCON develops a special tower for the large-scale project
Horizonte in the Chilean desert. The wind farm with an output of
607 MW is to be commissioned in 2024.
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NERCON has signed an exclusivity agreement with the
Chilean utility Colbun, which provides for an option to
supply 132 wind turbines of the EP5 platform for the
Horizonte wind farm. Once the contract is signed, this will be the
largest wind turbine purchase ever made in Chile. 132 E-160 wind
turbines with a total installed capacity of 607 MW will be installed
at the wind farm Horizonte. A layout with a total of 140 positions
is under evaluation for the site. The first wind turbines are to be
installed in 2022. An increase of power capacity of the wind farm
might be possible.
The project area in the Atacama Desert belongs to the Chilean
government, which promotes renewable energies – in this case the
use of wind resources. The Chilean government has transferred the
usage rights for the approximately 8,000 hectare area to the energy
supplier Colbun for thirty years, starting from July 2024.
ENERCON with the innovative technology of its EP5 platform has
been selected as preferred supplier by Colbun. Also the willingness and ability to adapt this technology to local requirements were
crucial factors for the cooperation with ENERCON. The Horizonte
wind farm will be built in a mining region which has some special
characteristics. “The weather conditions in the desert are very
special. For example, wind speed remains unchanged or even
decreases with increasing hub height,” explains Carla Tapia,
ENERCON Sales Manager in Chile and project coordinator. Because
of this low wind shear, the optimum hub height is between 90 and
110 meters, depending as well on the design of the wind turbines.

The site analysis has additionally shown that there are only little ambient turbulences in the region. “This means that the site has ideal
wind conditions for the E-160, which with its large rotor diameter
can achieve high outputs in low wind areas,” describes Carla Tapia.
In Chile, seismic activity can also be expected due to its location on
the boundary between two tectonic plates. ENERCON is therefore
adapting the Modular Steel Tower (MST) for the E-160 on the basis of
the site parameters and local regulations, which include the seismic
code for the area. The calculations of the load dynamics run parallel
to the contract negotiations.
The installation is scheduled to start in 2022. In terms of installed
capacity, one of the world’s largest wind farms will then be operating
in Antofagasta Region by 2024. The energy generated will primarily
be used by major customer such as mining companies. The mining
companies active in the region aim to cover their future energy
needs with renewables. As the third largest Chilean energy supplier,
Colbun wants to cover a significant proportion of the needs of the
mining industry. “Chile, with its increasing energy demand and
support for renewable energy, offers considerable potential for the
expansion of wind energy. In addition, the country has locations – such
as the area in the Atacama Desert – with particularly good wind conditions for ENERCON’s low wind turbines,” says Stefan Lütkemeyer,
Head of Sales International of the ENERCON GmbH. The realization
of the wind park Horizonte with the energy supplier Colbun further
strengthens ENERCON’s market presence as an innovative technology leader in the wind energy sector in Chile and Latin America.
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 he prototype of the WEC is located
T
in the region of Eemshaven.

Start of construction in summer 2020: ENERCON is installing 13 E-136 EP5 WECs in the Oostpolder wind farm.

ENERCON supplies
13 x E-136 EP5 WECs
for Oostpolder wind farm
The farmer- and community-owned wind farm
is the first major EP5 project in the Netherlands.
It was instigated by farmers and landowners in
the Eemshaven region. Construction is set to start
in the summer of 2020.
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NERCON has signed the contract for its first major EP5
project in the Netherlands. The agreement covering the
supply of 13 E-136 EP5/4.65 MW wind energy converters
was concluded at the start of September with two operating
entities, Waddenwind B.V. and Gijzenberg Windenergie B.V. The
wind energy converters are planned for the 60.45 MW Oostpolder
wind farm close to Eemshaven in the northeast Dutch province of
Groningen. The project was instigated by farmers and landowners
from the region.
The site is located in the polder area of the same name south
of Eemshaven. Once completed, the wind farm is expected to
generate 200 million kWh of green energy every year. According
to the project initiators, that would be enough energy to supply
more than 50,000 households for a year. Construction is set to
begin in the summer of 2020. Full commissioning is scheduled
to take place in early 2021.
The EP5 wind energy converters will be installed on Modular Steel
Towers (MST) at a hub height of 155 metres. The climbing crane,
developed further in a joint effort by Lagerwey and ENERCON, will
also be used in the construction process to install towers and machine
components. The special crane climbs up the exterior tower wall
segment by segment during the tower construction stage. Since it
uses the tower as a support, it does not require a lot of space resulting
in smaller crane hardstands (see technical lexicon, p. 15).
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Construction kick-off for new
wind farm on Gotthard Pass
Construction of the foundations in St. Gotthard wind farm, Switzerland.

ENERCON is currently installing five
E-92 EP2 WECs for its Swiss customer
Azienda Elettrica Ticinese (AET). The
wind farm is the first project in the MW
class to be realised in the confederation
since 2016.
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he start of construction on the St. Gotthard project in
Switzerland was special for Tanja Pintschovius for many
reasons: “All salespeople are happy for their customers when
a project finally enters the realisation phase after years of planning
and approval. There is another aspect to this project, though: nothing
has been installed in the MW wind energy segment in Switzerland
since 2016”, explains the Country Sales Manager for Switzerland
from ENERCON Sales International. The fact that wind energy
expansion is making progress again after years of being at a
standstill and that five E-92 EP2 WECs are joining the Swiss fleet,
is therefore a positive signal.

ENERCON is installing these wind energy converters on hybrid
towers at a hub height of 98 metres. “The wind farm is being built
at an altitude of 2,100 metres on the Gotthard Pass. This is an
extreme location in the Alps with very complex conditions which we
had to consider when planning the construction measures”, says
Tanja Pintschovius. As the Gotthard Pass is closed during the winter
months, we only have a very short window for construction. “Thanks
to effective preparation and coordination with the customer, we
were able to keep to our schedule and complete the foundations
in the first construction stage from August to October”, reports
Christian Mbeumo, Project Manager at ENERCON PLM GmbH.

Another positive signal comes from the canton of Vaud, which
recently decided in favour of two wind energy projects within five
weeks. The potential of wind energy now seems to have arrived in
the courts. These decisions give reason to hope that further positive
decisions from other cantons will follow.

This result was achieved despite a delay of the start of building work.
According to the customer AET, the weather conditions this year
were “extremely bad”. There was an unusually high level of snowfall
this spring, meaning the pass was not opened until the beginning of
June. The access roads and the excavation pits for the foundations

could not be constructed until then. However, the teams managed
to make up the lost time.
Once the foundations were finished, the construction site was
winter-proofed. “The next step will be the delivery of the tower
segments and the tower construction in June when the winter break
is over”, says Christian Mbeumo. “WEC installation and completion of the wind farm are scheduled to take place before the end of
October 2020.” In the second construction stage, we will be faced
with the challenge of getting the WEC components to the site.
“Some of these will be transported via the Gotthard tunnel, which is
only open for heavy loads for a few hours once a week”, says Tanja
Pintschovius. ENERCON has therefore worked together with the
customer to draw up a concept for transportation, which at least
eliminates the need for the numerous tower segments to be transported through the tunnel. “This will save time and help us completing
the wind farm within the construction window.”
windblatt
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